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Safe Speed Monitoring

Non-stop
on the path
to more
The increasing safety requirements of the European Machine Directive
on the one hand – and continually growing time and cost pressure on
the other: Both these developments have been putting production designers and managers in a bind for some years. The ﬂexible solutions
for safe speed monitoring from Bihl+Wiedemann promise an efﬁcient
solution by signiﬁcantly reducing expensive downtime.

Those were the days, when the stopwatches of cost calculators in production
operations didn’t have minute hands, let
alone a second hand. Then one could leisurely shut down the entire machine – for
maintenance purposes, for example – to
realize a manual intervention in a production line. In the meantime, continually
growing cost pressure has also resulted
in ever greater time pressure. Now one
can calculate to the penny how expensive
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each individual stoppage is costing the
company. That efficiency optimizing must
not be at the expense of safety is not only
obvious – it’s also in black and white in
the European Machine Directive 2006/42/
EC. These requirements obligate the machine builder to perform a risk assessment to determine all the risks associated
with his equipment. The latest version
specifies among other things: “Machinery
must be designed and constructed so that

speed control, variable speed of movement
of a machine part frequently gives rise to
a hazard against which the users of the
machine must be protected. The simplest
means of preventing movements during
manual intervention in danger zones is the
(safe) disconnection of the energy driving
the relevant motors. This is however often
not possible, for example if intervention
is required whilst the machine is running
for the purpose of clearing faults, setup,
during test operation, etc. Such cases
require the machine to be operated with
protective equipment disabled. In order to
assure the user‘s safety despite this, the
hazardous movements are performed in
such cases at safely limited speeds and/
or torques, and frequently in inching mode
and/or only when an enabling switch … is
actuated.“ In short, the current situation in
production facilities can be outlined as follows: given a certain number of manual interventions one cannot shut down the system at all, since otherwise the action to be
performed would not be possible. And in a
presumably even greater number of cases
one doesn’t want to shut it down to avoid
unnecessary costs for production stoppages. This for the most part answers the
question as to why safe speed monitoring
is becoming more and more important.
Now the task is to determine how this is
best accomplished, and here the answers
differ depending on the application.

Safe speed monitoring with
Bihl+Wiedemann: As multifaceted as the requirements for
the systems
The safety experts at Bihl+Wiedemann
were early to recognize the rapidly increasing emphasis placed on this subject and have worked intensely in recent
years on the development of especially
efficient solutions. The result is a range of
products which is as diverse as the technological possibilities in order to realize
the safe function as well as the various
requirements for the respective systems:
the company offers speed monitors for
both sensors and encoders. The product

SAFETY TECHNOLOGY

line ranges from solutions for small applications to concepts for large, distributed
systems. “In the meantime,” notes cofounder and CEO Bernhard Wiedemann,
“our portfolio is so complete that we have
the right concept ready for virtually any
application.”

Safe speed monitoring
for sensors: A small multitalent plays a large role
When it comes to safe speed monitoring
for sensors a small multi-talent plays a
large role: the Safety Basic Monitor from
Bihl+Wiedemann is just 22.5 millimeters
wide while housing four two-channel safe

Safe speed monitoring for sensors

S2

S2

S1
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Speed monitoring
with 2 sensors,
monitor max. 2 axis

Speed monitoring
with 1 sensor,
monitor max. 4 axis

Speed monitoring
in the Gateway

it is fitted for its function, and can be operated, adjusted and maintained without
putting persons at risk when these operations are carried out under the conditions
foreseen, but also taking into account any
reasonably foreseeable misuse thereof.”
What this means for systems with speedregulated drives has been specifically
addressed in the IFA report “Safe drive
controls with frequency inverters” (IFA
Report 7/2013e): “As on drives without
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inputs or standard inputs and status outputs and assumes thereby the role of an
autonomous compact safety controller. It
also features two safe electronic outputs,
USB or Ethernet interface for configuration
and detailed diagnostics including switchoff history. The integrated Speed Monitors
are placed on the local inputs and can
monitor two axis with two channels up to
SIL2 / PLd or four axis with one channel
up to SIL1 / PLc. The standstill monitors
even keep four axis with two channels up
to SIL2 / PLd in their electronic eye.

AS-INTERFACE

the protocol for transmission of safetyrelevant signals, whereby no additional
cabling for a safety bus is required. Integration of drive-, peripheral- and safety
bus as well as standard Ethernet in one
single network simplifies handling and
reduces hardware and installation costs.
That way, integrated safety controllers
and homogeneous safety solutions can
be realized easily. Of course Safety Gateways are also available for combining
with a Safe PLC (F-CPU): PROFIsafe via
PROFIBUS, PROFIsafe via PROFINET and
CIP Safety via EtherNet/IP.

Safe speed monitoring in the drive

Safe speed monitoring for
encoders: Going one safety
requirement level higher

Safe speed monitoring in the
Gateway or module: With direct
connection to the whole world
of automation

Safety Gateway and frequency inverters with integrated
Speed Monitor connected over a safe ﬁeldbus

The safe Speed Monitors for encoders from Bihl+Wiedemann go one safety
requirement level higher, and likewise
feature the compact installation width of
just 22.5 millimeters. They can monitor
up to two axis up to SIL3 / PLe and are
compatible with all commonly used encoders: from sine/cosine to SSI and TTL
to HTL versions. The company’s latest innovation stands out here: this electronic
monitor is now available in a version with
two local safe outputs, achieving shutoff times of less than five milliseconds
while offering any number of configurable

safety functions. If the encoder is providing safe monitoring of just one axis, the
Speed Monitor can be connected directly.
But in many cases the encoder is already
connected to a inverter which requires
the signal for speed monitoring. Then
the signal is picked off between encoder
and inverter simply using the appropriate
adapter, such as a Sub D cable adapter
for plugging in between the inverter and
encoder cable, or an adapter module for
picking off two encoder signals.

automation. This is because all of their
Speed Monitors, regardless of whether
the speed is monitored directly in the
Gateway or in the module, can be connected through the Gateways to virtually any common fieldbus systems, from
PROFIBUS and PROFINET to EtherNet/IP,
Modbus and CC-Link to CANopen and
EtherCAT. Twelve terminals on the integrated Safety Monitor are freely configurable – for example as six safe outputs
plus three safe two-channel inputs, as six
safe two-channel inputs, as standard I/Os
or as a combination thereof. The Speed
Monitors are placed on the local inputs
of the Gateways and monitor three axis
with two channels up to SIL2 / PLd or six
axis with one channel up to SIL1 / PLc.

Safe speed monitoring in the
drive: Simple as can be using
Safety Gateways with safe
ﬁeldbus connection
By using the Safety Gateways from the
AS-Interface specialists in Mannheim the
speed can also be safely monitored just
as simply directly in the drive: for example together with CIP Safety on Sercos,

The Speed Monitors from Bihl+Wiedemann are open to the entire world of

without great effort. Features such as
switch-off history and online diagnostics
as well as the option for remote maintenance are also just a click away in this
program.
As for the decision as to which of the
solutions outlined here for safe speed
and drive monitoring is the right one for
a particular system, there is actually only
a rule of thumb: for smaller machines
with minimal safety requirements inductive proximity switches or optoelectronic
sensors are generally the most costeffective and simplest method, encoders are usually demanded for greater
safety requirements. In systems where
high-performance drives handle complex
feedback or positioning tasks safe speed
monitoring in the drive is recommended.
But in the final analysis the question is
always best answered by looking at the
specific application – preferably together
with the pros at Bihl+Wiedemann.
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Safe speed monitoring for encoders

Configuring all the safe AS-Interface I/O
modules and Speed Monitors is made
easier by the intuitive ASIMON 3 G2
software, which allows all the necessary
settings to be made conveniently and
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Encoder is connected directly to the Speed Monitor
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24 Volt AS-i

Great opportunity
on a small scale
Even long-time AS-Interface adherents used to often cite cost
considerations as the reason for not ﬁnally getting rid of parallel wiring and instead using their favored system. This is about
to change. With 24 Volt AS-i you can now eliminate the additional
30 Volt power supply. The entry version of the simplest bus in the
world pays for itself even when only a handful of modules are in
play. Bihl+Wiedemann has the right masters for this scenario.

Knowledge of the enormous cost advantages that AS-Interface offers in small, mediumsize and large systems used to be limited to
production experts around the world. Even
the deﬁnition of just a single word would
generate one or the other discussion: what
does “small” mean in this connection? Does
it mean applications with ten or more modules? Or as few as seven or more? Or even
just ﬁve or more? Whenever the wide range
of industry experts in various comparison
calculations attempted to answer the question generally, one item kept recurring which
bumped the entry threshold up by a degree:
the special AS-Interface power supply with
a nominal voltage of 30 Volt. In applications
with 20 or more modules the corresponding
costs are of course barely noticeable, but in
very small applications where each I/O node
is considered the issue takes on importance.
And it is precisely this additional power supply that can be dispensed with by using 24
Volt AS-i. This is the entry level version of
AS-Interface specially designed for small
systems and function modules which can be
powered directly from the 24 Volt supply voltage already available in the control cabinet.

Now the simplest bus in the world wins the
cost competition against the anachronistic
parallel wiring approach when as few as
three or more modules are involved. And in
addition to money the user also saves space
in the control cabinet and time in installation
and documentation.
The technical limits associated with the
use of 24 Volt AS-i are easily overcome for
machines having from three to 15 slaves,
which is the most common scenario here.
In these cases it generally makes no difference that the network extension is reduced
from 100 meters to 50 meters. The key system advantages of AS-Interface still remain
fully in effect with 24 Volt AS-i: the minimal
wiring effort and simple commissioning, for
example, the incredible ease of operation,
the comprehensive diagnostic functions and
the outstanding team player qualities when
used together with other automation systems. And in any case the decision for 24
Volt AS-i is not irrevocable: should the user
decide in the future to expand the application, he simply adds a 30 Volt power supply
and continues with the million fold proven
standard AS-i.

SPECTRUM

To make sure that the communication technology of AS-Interface functions as simply
and reliably as one expects from AS-i, a
number of design challenges had to be
met of course. Among the most important
tasks was for instance the optimization of
the data decoupling, a special module used
to generate the AS-i signals and which also
contributes signiﬁcantly to the noise immunity of the essentially ungrounded network.
Important here was above all as little of a
voltage drop as possible in order to efﬁciently use the energy.
Dubbed “AS-i Power24V”, the idea of the
24 Volt technology was introduced several years ago as part of a “Future Workshop” of the AS-International Association. The concept also proved its practical
value in numerous hardening tests among
AS-i members. Now the specialists at
Bihl+Wiedemann have developed the ﬁrst
gateway series for it. First to be available
are interface versions for PROFIBUS, PROFINET, CC-Link, Modbus TCP, EtherNet/
IP and EtherCAT. Additional models are in
preparation.

/O modules ore more
24 Volt AS-i pays for itself with 3 I/O
Comparing I/O stations in the control cabinet (distributedd over three cabinets)
With 24 Volt AS-i

Other systemss

1 Gateway

3 Bus couplerss
3 Power Supply
ly modules

24 Volt AS-i Gateways

24 Volt AS-i Overview

1 IP20 Fieldbus plug

us plugs
3 IP30 Fieldbus

9 IP20 4I/4O modules

9 IP20 4I modules
ules
9 IP20 4O modules
dules

Ideal for small and very small applications
(about 3-15 slaves)
No additional AS-i power supply needed
Can be powered directly by the 24 V
already present in the control cabinet

18 Terminal modules
odules
Comparing I/O stations in the ﬁeld
With 24 Volt AS-i

Other systemss

1 Gateway
1 IP20 Fieldbus plug

Maximum 4 A available for AS-i
UP to 50 m AS-i cable length

3 IP67 8I modules

3 IP67 8I modules
ules

3 Substructure modules

3 IP67 Fieldbus
us terminal blocks
5 IP67 Fieldbus
us plugs

Interfaces with all common ﬁeldbus systems

5 IP67 Connectors
ctors for 24 V supply
1 IP67 Bus Termination
rmination
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Interview with Jochen Bihl, CEO of Bihl+Wiedemann GmbH

“New Arguments for
both logic and instinct”
When it comes to deﬁning the cost threshold for
switching to a modern bus
technology, 24 Volt AS-i has
completely reshufﬂed the
deck. The technological option for using AS-Interface
in small machines even
without the special 30 Volt
power supply brings with
it not only tangible imputed beneﬁts, as Jochen Bihl
emphasizes in a conversation with AS-i MASTER
NEWS. Nearly as important
is the psychological effect.
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AS-i MASTER NEWS: Mr. Bihl, can the
most efficient bus system in the world be
made even more efficient?
Jochen Bihl: Absolutely. In fact, this is
the goal behind every new product we
bring to market – and very often we also
succeed. But I’m aware that your question
is specifically directed at 24 Volt AS-i – at
the technology which allows AS-Interface
to run without the special power supply,
using just the voltage which is already
available in most systems. I will say that
it is not the efficiency of the system which
stands in the foreground. Here it’s about
reducing the cost threshold for entry into
modern bus technology. 24 Volt AS-i is
definitely not a replacement for AS-Interface – it is an extremely cost-effective
alternative for the many small machines
whose three to 15 modules still had to
be wired in parallel even in the otherwise
most up-to-date manufacturing facilities.
AS-i MASTER NEWS: And were solutions using AS-Interface more expensive
in these systems than the conventional
wiring from the stone ages?
Jochen Bihl: Yes and no. Even if you just
consider the pure hardware costs, that
really was true only for some of these
machines. With the rest the entry hurdle
was less economic than psychological.
Users had somewhere along the line
been convinced that AS-Interface only
pays off for around ten or more modules.
The continual further development of the
system contradicted this view made no
difference: the conviction was often no
longer questioned, mainly because those
responsible in the production operations
simply had more pressing matters on
their plate on a day-to-day basis. So 24
Volt AS-i not only helps to reduce the actual costs because no additional 30 Volt
power supply is necessary in small systems. It also provides a pragmatic reason
for the user to take another look at the
subject while considering the latest parameters.

AS-i MASTER NEWS: So this means
you are not targeting only bus novices
with 24 Volt AS-i, but also customers
who have already long enjoyed the systematic and functional benefits of ASInterface?
Jochen Bihl: Exactly. Many of our longtime partners who have been using ASInterface in networking actuators and
sensors in their larger systems because
of its virtues were still wiring in parallel
on their small machines. When asked
why, they always gave us the same answer: because otherwise we would need
an extra power supply, which for those
few modules isn’t worth it. And regardless of whether that was actually true in
any given case, 24 Volt AS-i offers new
arguments for both logic and instinct.
When it comes to answering the question
as to when the changeover pays for itself,
the deck has been completely reshuffled.
AS-i MASTER NEWS: So far the focus
in our conversation has been on the
lower end of the application spectrum.
How does it look on the other side: up to
what system size is 24 Volt AS-i a true
alternative to the standard version of ASInterface?
Jochen Bihl: In our communications we
have settled on using up to 15 modules
as the cut-off point, but this is of course
nothing more than a general point of
reference. When it comes to specifics,
it always depends on the task of the respective machine. Because it’s obvious,
of course, that the missing six Volt make
a difference somewhere. In the case of
24 Volt AS-i they are missing precisely
where they’re in fact not missed in small
applications: for example in the maximum
network extension, which is reduced from
100 meters to 50 meters. Starting at how
many modules 24 Volt AS-i reaches its
limits cannot be determined from the ivory tower. For that, one has to take a very
close look at the respective application
and analyze the relevant requirements.

INTERVIEW

AS-i MASTER NEWS: The AS-Interface
specification has provided for operating
the system in smaller systems without
a special power supply for a number of
years already. Why are you taking up the
topic and presenting the corresponding
masters and Gateways only now?
Jochen Bihl: Bihl+Wiedemann has
grown in terms of manpower at an unusually rapid rate in recent years. Nevertheless, we still have many more innovative ideas than capacity for implementing
them immediately. This leaves us with no
choice but to set viable priorities. And the
most viable priorities for us have always
been those of the market – which applies
in this case as well: what users have
asked for most urgently in the past years
were new solutions in safety technology.
Accordingly, this is what we of course
wanted to concentrate on. We have, to
be sure, observed in recent months that
our customers are requiring ever smaller
function modules as part of the trend towards ever more complex systems. This
is why we have finally directed our focus
more on the often-cited entry threshold.
The result is an AS-i Gateway series
which works without costly extras which
are superfluous in such machines, for example an Ethernet diagnostic interface,
but which on the other hand enables
problem-free connection to the main
automation systems such as PROFIBUS,
PROFINET, CC -Link, Modbus TCP, EtherNet/IP and EtherCAT.
AS-i MASTER NEWS: So these new
masters are a fit for 24 Volt AS-i, but what
about the slaves?
Jochen Bihl: In essence the new current
modules from all AS-Interface manufacturers should be fully compatible with
24 Volt AS-i as well. But of course we
can only guarantee this for our own
products.
AS-i MASTER NEWS: Mr. Bihl, we thank
you for the conversation.
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DEVELOPMENT

AS-INTERFACE HIGHLIGHTS
Safety Gateways with 6 safe outputs
■

■

■
■
■

■
■

Currently available for PROFIBUS, PROFINET, PROFIsafe,
CANopen, EtherCAT, CC-Link and CIP Safety via EtherNet/IP
Available as single and as double master, Version
“1 Gateway, 1 Power Supply for 2 AS-i networks“
6 fast electronic safe outputs, 6 digital inputs
Ethernet diagnostic interface for conﬁguration and diagnostics
Chip Card for storing conﬁguration data
and for simple device replacement
Safe Link over Ethernet diagnostic interface
Stand-alone solution: 12 terminals on the integrated
Safety Monitor are conﬁgurable, e.g. as:
✓ 6 safe outputs
plus 3 safe two-channel inputs
✓ 6 safe two-channel inputs
✓ standard I/Os
✓ a combination thereof

■

■
■
■
■

■

Integrated AS-i Master expandable up to 62 safe
or 496 standard I/Os (or a combination thereof)
Up to 62 safe modules per device
Safe sensors from many vendors available via AS-i
For use in compact or large, distributed systems
AS-i Power 24V-capable: no additional AS-i power supply
needed for use in compact systems
Enhanced diagnostic capability, such as duplicate address detection,
integrated earth fault and EMC monitor

AS-i 3.0 CIP Safety Gateway
on Sercos (BWU2758)
■ Adds Sercos to
the range of AS-i
3.0 Gateways with
integrated Safety
Monitor ■ CIP
Safety on Sercos
for 2 AS-i networks, integrated
switch ■ Version “1 Gateway, 1 Power
Supply for 2 AS-i networks“ ■ Exchange
of standard data with the PLC ■ Gateway
takes over safe control of the drives

More Bihl+Wiedemann news at SPS IPC DRIVES

BWU3053

BWU2919

24 Volt AS-i Gateways in IP20
■ Expand the range of AS-i Gateways /
AS-i Masters ■ Currently available fieldbus
interfaces: PROFIBUS (BWU3053), PRO-
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BWU3051

FINET (BWU2919), CC-Link (BWU3051),
EtherNet/IP+Modbus TCP (BWU3050),
EtherCAT (BWU3058) and Modbus
(BWU3052), additional fieldbus interfaces

AS-i 3.0 CIP Safety Gateway
via EtherNet/IP (BWU2742)
■ Expands the range
of AS-i 3.0 EtherNet/IP+Modbus TCP
Gateways with integrated
Safety
Monitor ■ CIP Safety
via EtherNet/IP for
2 AS-i networks ■
Version “1 Gateway, 1 Power Supply for 2
AS-i networks“ ■ Communication of standard and safety I/Os with the GuardLogix®
safety controller from Rockwell Automation ■ Safety program in the safety PLC,
optional also in the Gateway for monitoring system parts without a safety PLC

on request ■ 1 AS-i network, 1 AS-i
master (single master) ■ Gateways can
be connected to existing standard 24 V
power supplies, no additional AS-i power
supply required ■ Up to 50 m AS-i cable
length ■ Maximum 4 A available for AS-i
■ Integrated data decoupling coils and
adjustable self-resetting fuses optimized
for safe use of powerful 24 V power supplies ■ Chip Card for storing configuration
data ■ Protection rating IP20 ■ Enhanced
diagnostic capability: Duplicate address
detection, AS-i fault detector ■ Designed
for small and very small applications
(around 3-15 slaves) ■ Saves space,
money and time

AS-i 3.0 PROFINET Gateway with
integrated Safety Monitor (BWU2828)
■
Expands the
range of AS-i 3.0
PROFINET Gateways with integrated Safety Monitor
■ 2 AS-i networks,
2 AS-i Masters ■
Version “1 Gateway, 1 Power Supply for 2 AS-i networks“
■ Safe Link over Ethernet
Similarities between BWU2742,
BWU2758 and BWU2828:
■ 6 digital inputs, 6 fast electronic safe
outputs ■ Ethernet diagnostic interface
for configuration and diagnostics ■ Integrated AS-i Master expandable up to 62
safe or 496 standard I/Os (or a combination thereof) ■ Chip Card for storing

DEVELOPMENT

configuration data and for simple device
replacement ■ Greatest possible flexibility
when using the local I/Os in the integrated
safety monitor ■ 12 terminals on the integrated safety monitor are configurable,
e.g. as: ✓ 6 safe outputs plus 3 safe twochannel inputs ✓ 6 safe two-channel inputs ✓ standard I/Os ✓ any combination
thereof ✓ Enhanced diagnostic capability,
such as duplicate address detection, integrated earth fault and EMC monitor

Safety Analog Input Module
(BWU2692)
■ New in the range of AS-i
Safety Input Modules ■ 2 safe
inputs ■ Monitors 2 analog
signals with 4-20 mA, 0-10 V
or Pt100 ■ “Plug and Play“
as simple as digital AS-i I/O
■ Supports applications up to
SIL3/Cat4/PLe ■ Protection
rating IP20

New AS-i/IO-Link Master
with Class B Ports (BWU3020)
■ Expands the range of
AS-i/IO-Link modules ■ 4x
IO-Link Master ■ 4 x M12 ■
4 x IO-Link ports as digital
inputs ■ 4 x IO-Link ports
as digital outputs ■ M12
configuration: IO-Link Port
Class B ■ 2 single slaves
in one housing ■ IO-Link ports supplied
out of AS-i, actuators supplied out of
24 V auxiliary power supply ■ AS-i connection via AS-i flat cable ■ Protection
rating IP67 ■ Optimal linking of IO-Link
sensors/actuators to the controller ■ Ideal
for IO-Link valve terminals

PROFINET Master Simulators
(BW3035, BW3057) as pure software
solution for many areas of application
■ Expand the range of
Master Simulators and
Startup Software ■
Pure software solution
■ Available as PROFINET Master Simulator
(BW3035) and as PROFINET Master Simulator Plus (BW3057) ■ Universal testing of
PROFINET slaves without the need to program complex controller programs ■ Test
Gateway functionality of Bihl+Wiedemann
masters ■ Test slaves in systems ■ Presentation of fieldbus functionality of your
own devices ■ Development of PROFINET
slaves ■ PROFIsafe functionality (only
BW3057)

New AS-i Speed Monitor for sine/cosine and SSI encoders (BWU2849)
■ Expands the range of AS-i
Speed Monitors ■ For sine/cosine and SSI encoders ■ Safe
speed and position monitoring
■ 2 safe electronic outputs ■
22.5 mm installation width ■
Protection rating IP20 ■ Chip
Card for storing configuration
data and for simple device replacement ■
Monitors up to 2 axis up to SIL3, PLe ■ Detailed diagnostics and shut-off history via
software ■ Shut-off time <5 ms possible ■
Any number of safety functions can be implemented per EN 61800-5-2 ■ Optional
accessories: ✓ Adapter modules for simple
connection between the frequency inverter
and encoder cable ✓ Adapter for connecting 2 encoders (BWU2977) ✓ Sub D
cable adapter, 9-pin (BW2497) or 15-pin
(BW2499)
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No longer miss a
buss with our Safety
Gatewayys

Safe Link over Ethernet
Safety Basic Monitor with switchable
hablee
AS-i Master – the new costt brake for
3 safe signals or more
re

Safety Technology by
Bihl+Wiedemann
›
›
›

Safe Link over Ethernet: The simplest way of coupling
many safe signals
Optimal PLC connection via ﬁeldbus, all diagnostic dataa
in the controller, safety and standard signals mixed
Universally expandable with Safety I/O Modules + Staandard
I/O Modules in IP20 or IP67, Speed Monitors for up to
40 axis, Safety Relay Output Modules

More information on your application safety at:

www.bihl-wiedemann.com

